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Setting the Stage 

• Landscape Aspects 

 

• 64,000 square miles (size of Georgia or Wisconsin) 

• Population of watershed – 18 million 

• Six states 

• 92 TMDL local segments for implementation 

• Washington DC, Baltimore  

• Farm best practices and development pressures 
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Private Capital Past and Future 

• Focus on regulation 

• Philanthropic-based 

• Nutrient trading has gotten the most attention.  Can it 
be significant?  When? 

• Some investments by conservation finance funds but 
not material to overall problem 

• Public, Private Partnerships with performance 
guarantees may access debt markets 

• Focus has been on sectors--agriculture, stormwater, 
wastewater, and development—rather than watershed 



Barriers  

• Barriers to what? 

- Reducing pollution 

- Establishing water quality markets 

- Conserving/protecting land at the landscape scale 

- Incentivizing investment and capital flow 



Barriers  

• The sources of capital (population) do not always 
match the sources of pollution 

• There is a need for massive reinvestment in urban 
communities; this may conflict with efficiency 

• Watersheds do not respect geopolitical boundaries; on 
the other hand, money does 

• Lack of congruency among goals: conservation vs 
restoration 

• There is a distrust in the role of markets to solve these 
problems 



Opportunities  

• Local initiatives are driving innovation: 

- Stormwater management and financing 

- Local market programs 

- Local land conservation and protection 

• Renewed focus to link conservation and restoration 
activities 

• Regional, state-based funds create capital pooling and 
co-financing opportunities 

• Need to “think” region not just water 



Key Questions 

• What is the underlying environment problem or 
impact we need to address?  Water quality in the Bay 
or the watershed as a region? 

• What kind of financing instruments and structures get 
us there? 

• What technical work, structure, tax are needed? 

• How to mobilize private capital for the parties central 
to the problem-governments, farmers and developers. 

• Connecting the financing need to an investment 
proposition. 


